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OUR MISSION

W

e will capitalise on the vast experience that we have accumulated over the years in

the fashion and lifestyle business to build and position each brand under our care

to be the market leader. In the best interest of the Group, our principals and our

shareholders, we will ensure consistent growth and profitability of these businesses.

We aim to distinctively stand out as the expert in brand management, image building, licensing
and the development of in-house labels, which we intend to market globally.
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Who We Are
F J Benjamin is one of Asia Pacific’s leading retailers and
distributors of international brand names in the fashion and lifestyle sector.
We have a proud heritage of close to half a century and a solid
foundation on which we continue to nurture and build our reputation
in brand management and marketing expertise

O

ur products cut across a spectrum of ready-to-wear / accessories, which include
high fashion, lifestyle collections, children’s clothing, home / fashion accessories
and timepieces. We represent international brands through exclusive retail and

distribution agreements, licensed Original Design Manufacturing (ODM), licensing
agreements, joint venture partnerships and outsourced manufacturing of in-house labels.
Our network of retail and distribution channels keeps us close to where our customers
are in the major hubs of the Asia Pacific region. We operate more than 40 owned retail
outlets and 44 franchise stores in the region, which include Indonesia and Thailand. In
addition, we also distribute our products to third party retailers and duty-free operators.
Our partnerships with reputable and respected industry players have grown from
strength to strength as we have earned their trust and confidence. Our understanding of
our customers’ needs enables us to respond to fast changing trends.
Our focus is on improving our performance in brand management where we enjoy a
strong, proven track record, and seeking opportunities in non-core businesses with partners
that have strong synergy with our core businesses, ensuring that we add value to our customers
and shareholders.
Our people comprise strong and experienced management who have been tested through
economic downturns, and teams who are dedicated and passionate about their work. We
take a proactive and creative approach in delivering an unrivalled quality of service to our
customers.
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CHAIRMAN’S REVIEW

Dear Fellow Shareholders
Fiscal 2003 was a year of finding new strengths as we confronted new challenges.
A spate of unprecedented events – the US-Iraq war, the outbreak of the SARS virus, the ongoing threat
of terrorism – had a dramatic impact on Asia’s marketplace, and the retail sector was certainly not spared
the backlash.
Nonetheless I am pleased to report that the Group made a strong comeback, improving on its performance
in most of its major lines of business.
Although our turnover decreased from S$113 million to S$106 million, we recorded an 8% increase in
sales from S$96 million in the previous financial year to S$104 million for the financial year ended 30 June
2003 based on the Group’s continuing businesses.
The Group posted a profit of S$1.5 million, down from S$3.1 million in the previous financial year,
this owing to a combination of factors such as SARS, the fear of terrorism and a dampened consumer
outlook, but nonetheless a worthy showing given the challenging economic environment.
We have a healthy balance sheet. Bank net borrowings were reduced from S$117.3 million five years
ago to S$22.6 million in the current financial year, substantially reducing gearing ratio to only 0.3. Finance
costs were also significantly lowered by 47% from S$3.6 million in the previous financial year to S$1.9
million in the current financial year. The paring down of bank borrowings coupled with reduced interest
rates will trim interest charges further in the current financial year ending 30 June 2004.

We remain focused on reinforcing our leadership position.
During the year under review, we strengthened our expertise in building and managing international
lifestyle brands and firmly entrenched our position as a leading retailer / distributor in Asia.
Our decision to close under-performing retail outlets and dispose of brands that were marginal to our
core strengths in the preceding years, is paying off. Far from shrinking our business, we now have a
stronger portfolio of brands.
Our timepiece business, which is managed by our BMI Division (solely responsible for this segment of
our business), had substantial growth during the year. Girard-Perregaux continues to be dominant in Asia’s
fast expanding market for luxury and collectible timepieces. Our Guess watch business continues to develop
strongly in the region. The Group also achieved a coup in sealing an agreement with Seiko Instruments
Hong Kong Ltd to distribute Nike Timing in the region.
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In the high fashion category, we
added three new luxury brands:
Emanuel Ungaro performed well
within just a year of coming into our
stable; Valentino, our joint venture
with the brand’s principal, holds great
promise and is developing well; La
Perla, with its ladies ready-to-wear
and exclusive lingerie range, will
further enhance our cache of
internationally renowned labels.
Our business with Guess continues to grow; last year marked the
20th anniversary of Guess, which was
celebrated with a series of events and

FRANK BENJAMIN

fashion shows in the region.

Chairman and CEO

In the licensing area, Baby Guess and Guess Kids continue to outperform. Turnover increased by a
substantial 50% across the Asia Pacific region. The brands made tremendous inroads into our non-traditional
markets of China and the Middle East, which together accounted for 30% of the licensing’s current turnover.
We welcomed the news of a global study that rated the F J Benjamin Group as Singapore’s top retailer
in creating value for our shareholders. This independent study by Oxford University’s Templeton College
and KPMG testifies to our right-sizing strategy and business consolidation.

Moving forward, we aim to build on what we know best.
Retail and distribution of quality fashion / lifestyle products, timepieces and licensing will continue to
be our core pillars of strength. We will maintain our edge in the high-end consumer markets of Asia and the
Middle East while broadening our consumer base with a more diverse portfolio of products and brands.
The Group is introducing new lifestyle brands to its portfolio. These include Zoomp, a lifestyle brand
of clothing from Brazil that was successfully launched in Jakarta in July 2003, as well as La Senza, an
exclusive lingerie / sleepwear collection that hails from Montreal which was launched in August 2003. We
intend to develop these two brands in the region.
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Our house brands will take us to the global markets.
We will apply our expertise and capabilities in original design manufacturing, such as for Guess Kids
and Baby Guess, to our house brands, committing to the highest quality standards. Materials will be
sourced globally and we will produce in the Far East to ensure accessibility to a wide customer segment.
Raoul, our homegrown brand of men’s shirts and ties, sets the benchmark. Presently available in six
stores, there are plans to open more stores in the coming months. Raoul will be the catalyst in launching
the Group to the international fashion markets through a combination of our own distribution network
and franchising.
Our wealth of experience in consumer retail / distribution, our relationships with our business partners,
our understanding of our customers’ needs and our years of doing business in the fashion field and in
brand management will be leveraged for these brands.

We will seize opportunities to strengthen our retail presence.
Having consolidated our retail business in the preceding years, we will continue to seek and seize
opportunities as they present themselves, albeit prudently.
Singapore continues to be our beacon, and demonstrating our confidence in this market, we have
opened three stores in the new Paragon extension in Orchard Road in the current financial year. Our
customers in Indonesia have proven to be particularly resilient and we now have a stronger presence there.
New stores are also opening in Malaysia, where our business continues to be on target.

The lucrative market for timepieces augurs well for the Group.
With the passion for timepieces growing in Asia, the Group is well entrenched to maximise our
leadership position within the industry as distributors of a choice range of quality international brands to
meet the discerning demands of collectors and trendsetters.
The China market offers exciting prospects and concurrently we are exploring new channels of
distribution to enhance our business through existing brands.

Our joint venture companies will be managed prudently for maximum returns.
The football themed Devils Bar, our joint venture with Mr Dennis Foo, is doing extremely well in
Singapore in spite of a general industry downturn, and we are presently expanding its premises.
The Group has taken carefully considered steps to downsize the Manchester United retail operations
in tandem with the evolving business model. Our flagship store in Singapore will continue to operate
within a more cost-efficient operational structure.
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Our operations in Manchester United Food &

gh

Beverage (Asia) Pte Ltd (MUFB), our joint venture with
Mr Peter Lim, is on track with long term plans to
operate a chain of food and beverage outlets in the Asia

In a recently published report, “Value
Creation among the World’s Top 500 Retailers:

become less reliant on any one market, we have become

gh

more robust yet nimble in steering the business through

Value (REV), defined as its operational cash flow

an ever-changing and volatile landscape.

less a capital charge on its net assets, amongst

Pacific region based on the Reds Café concept. We
will be opening our first restaurant in China in the
city of Chengdu before the end of 2003 and will be
actively looking for suitable sites in other major cities.

The year ahead is one of renewed confidence
and cautious optimism.
As we build a more diverse portfolio of brands to
meet broader-based consumer demand, nurture strong,
long-term relationships with quality principals, and

To this end we expect that the Group’s performance

The Final Report 2002", which was based on a
worldwide study conducted by Oxford

University’s Templeton College in conjunction
with international business advisory firm

KPMG, the Group was ranked as the top

Singapore retailer in creating value for its
business and 139 and 314 respectively in its

Value Creation Quotient (VCQ), defined as the
ratio of the market value of its capital structure
to capital employed, and Realised Economic

the world’s 500 leading retailers. R

will remain profitable in the financial year ahead,
barring unforeseen circumstances.

ef

My heartfelt gratitude to our people – committed
and resourceful brand managers, creative and dedicated support teams, and a seasoned senior
management team – who stretched themselves to meet targets despite leaner resources.
We remain single-minded in creating maximum value for our stakeholders – our shareholders,
our customers, our principals and business partners, and our employees.

FRANK BENJAMIN
Chairman and CEO, F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

from left to right:

Mr Eli Manasseh
Benjamin (Nash)
Deputy Chief
Executive Officer

Mr Frank Benjamin
Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer

Mr Keith Tay Ah Kee
Executive Deputy Chairman

from left to right:

Mr Joseph Grimberg
Mr Douglas Jackie Benjamin
from left to right:

Ms Wong Ai Fong
Mr Reggie Thein
Mr Mervyn Lim Sing Hok
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C O R P O R AT E S T R U C T U R E

AUSTRALIA

100% F J Benjamin (Aust)

100% F J Benjamin ( H K )
100% BMI (HK) (dormant)
HONG KONG

100% Ferro Designs
50% Rainier Trading

FJ BENJAMIN
HOLDINGS
LTD

INDONESIA

PT Meteor Prima Sejati

MAL AYSIA

100% F J Benjamin (M)

100%

Manchester United (Malaysia) 100%

100% F J Benjamin (S)
100% F.J.B. Investment

Fashion Division
Timepieces Division
Home Furnishings
Division
Licensing Division

100% B.M.I. (dormant)

SINGAPORE
100% Benmark (dormant)

100% F J Benjamin Maxcom (dormant)
100% F J Benjamin Concepts

50% Manchester
United Food &
Beverage (Asia)

100% Manchester United (S.E.A.)

50% Devils Bar

70% V.B. Fashions

TAIWAN

75% F J Benjamin (Taiwan)

USA

100% F. J. Benjamin (US) (dormant)
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GROUP FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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22,853
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1,517
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24,364
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(38,601)
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5,655
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1,825
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G R O U P 5 - Y E A R F I N A NC I A L S U M M A R Y

1999
$’000

2000
$’000

2001
$’000

2002
$’000

2003
$’000

197,139

216,178

146,563

113,147

105,569

2,312

13,250

(20,385)

8,695

1,373

Finance Costs

(9,189)

(6,745)

(5,943)

(3,631)

(1,907)

Exceptional Items

(9,944)

18,185

(15,080)

101

2,122

2,807

490

237

PROFIT & LOSS
Turnover

Operating Profit/(Loss) Before Finance Costs
and Exceptional Items

Share of Results of Associated Companies

–

(326)

Profit / (Loss) Before Taxation

(16,821)

24,364

(38,601)

5,655

1,825

Profit / (Loss) After Taxation and
Minority Interests

(18,325)

22,853

(40,915)

3,100

1,517

(9.16)

11.43

(20.46)

1.22

0.53

-9%

11%

-26%

5%

2%

Property, Plant and Equipment

88,410

87,642

80,017

73,038

70,222

Working Capital

58,635

69,646

34,024

31,378

18,976

Net Debt

86,115

81,389

76,351

55,730

23,057

Shareholders’ Funds

49,628

72,828

31,201

48,755

77,035

-37%

31%

-131%

6%

2%

1.74

1.12

2.45

1.14

0.30

24.81

36.41

15.60

17.11

27.03

Basic Earnings / (Loss) per share (cents)
Operating Margin (%)
BALANCE SHEET

Return on Equity (%)
Net Debt to Equity
Net Tangible Assets per share (cents)
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From
international
fashion
labels…
Valentino

T

he Group’s portfolio of luxury fashion brands continues to grow.
Our high fashion international labels such as Valentino, Emanuel Ungaro and
La Perla are finding a firm and growing following across the region.
In March 2003, with the presence of its artistic director Giambattista Valli, Emanuel Ungaro
unveiled its collection at the Singapore Fashion Festival just two weeks after its international
showing in Paris. In September 2003, Valentino opened its flagship store in the heart of
Singapore’s Orchard Road, while La Perla, reputed for its fine Italian lingerie and pret-a-porter
and swimwear collections, was added to our cache of international fashion brands.
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Guess, one of the world’s most recognised
brands in jeanswear, apparel and fashion
accessories, continues to be a cornerstone for the
Group. Plans are now underway to remodel its
stores in the latest Guess store concept. With a
relationship that goes back to the early 1990s, the
Group is proud to manage and market the Guess
brand in Southeast Asia, and the Baby Guess and
Guess Kids brands in the Asia Pacific region and
the Middle East.
In the year ahead, sexy lingerie brand La Senza
from Montreal will make its entrance into key
Southeast Asian markets, with the first store which
opened in Jakarta in August 2003. With its
extensive range of intimate collections, from
luxurious underwear to nightwear and comfortable
outerwear, La Senza is another high quality brand
we bring to our customers.
International brand Zoomp (say ‘Zoompee’)
from Brazil got off to a good start in Jakarta with a
franchised store. This new fashion lifestyle brand
includes men’s and ladies’ accessories. R

And choices at Inez
In September 2003, we opened our first multilabel concept store featuring international brands
alongside our own brand of ladies fashion and
accessories.
The store is a collaboration of affordable
fashion, accessories, jewellery and cosmetics mainly
from Europe and other international markets.
These include Valentino Red, Ungaro Fever, Ice
Jeans by Iceberg, shoes by Casadei, bags by
Christian Lacroix and an exclusive range from
Indian designer Tarun Tahiliani. R
Top: Emanuel Ungaro
Bottom: La Perla
FJ Benjamin Holdings Ltd 14

Top: Guess
Bottom left: Inez
Bottom right: Guess Kids
15
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To homegrown brands…

Raoul

Expect Raoul – the Group’s ‘new kid on the block’ label –
to make a splash in the men’s fashion scene in the coming
months. Raoul’s collection of the highest quality shirts and
accessories is defined by its simplicity and craftsmanship, and
takes the style-conscious man from boardroom to playground.
This in-house label finds a niche with young executives
looking for quality in his basic shirt and at an affordable price.
No longer a best-kept secret, Raoul’s reputation has so far grown
by word of mouth. Bigger things are in store as the Group
plans to make Raoul more dominant in the international fashion
capitals of the world. R

Scoring with the young at heart
Through an Original Design Manufacturing (ODM)
licensing agreement, Baby Guess is enjoying success with a fastgrowing segment of consumers for their affordable and weatherconducive togs. Kids from infancy to teens across Asia are
making a statement in this much sought after label. R

For football fans and foodies
Baby Guess

MUFC
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Football themed Devils Bar, our joint venture with Mr
Dennis Foo, continues to be a popular night entertainment
venue in Singapore. Located at the upper end of the shopping
and entertainment belt of Orchard Road, the venue is well
known for its ambience and sense of fun.
Through Manchester United Food & Beverage (Asia) Pte
Ltd (MUFB), the Group’s joint venture with Mr Peter Lim,
there are plans to take the Reds Café concept to the Asia Pacific
region. China will be a key target market, with the first outlet
opening in Chengdu before the end of 2003. Given the
popularity of the Manchester United name, the Reds Café, a
casual all-day dining concept named in honour of the English
Premier League football club, is expected to generate positive
response in regional markets. R

Zoomp

La Senza

The art of Lalique
Luxury brand Lalique, which has been with the Group
for eight years, is renowned for its unrivalled design and
craftsmanship. In addition to its traditional crystal line,
Lalique’s product lines include stylish accessories,
perfumes in beautifully crafted bottles as well as jewellery.
During the year in review, Lalique supported the 18th
Singapore French Film Festival by hosting the screening
of the internationally acclaimed “Etoiles, Dancers of the
Paris Opera Ballet”. R

The luxury of Sheridan
Our portfolio of luxury labels extends to the home,
with bedroom and bathroom fashions from the Sheridan
collection.
Combining the best of Australian design, Sheridan
offers a range of luxurious bedlinens, thick absorbent
towels and flowing drapes. In line with the brand’s
philosophy, the Group ensures that its Sheridan
consultants are trained to help customers with their
choices, a service that is essential for a brand that offers
a gamut of designs and colours to create a look that is
distinct and personalised. R

Lalique

Sheridan
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Passion With Time

Girard-Perregaux
Tourbillon with 3 Gold Bridges

T

he Group’s timepiece business has grown substantially this
year and continues to be an important segment of our activities.
Girard-Perregaux, which
ranks amongst the most prestigious
watchmakers among collectors, and
with a heritage of more than 200 years,
Close up of Tourbillon
continues to grow in the Asia Pacific
region through selected top-end retailers. The brand draws on
its vast technical expertise and remains committed to the pursuit
of excellence in watchmaking.
Tradition, a brand’s heritage.
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Girard-Perregaux
WW.TC World Timer

Girard-Perregaux
Richeville Lady Tonneau
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JeanRichard
Grand Tourbillon

JeanRichard, which we introduced two years ago, has also enjoyed significant growth in
the region with customers attracted to its superb mechanical movements and contemporary
designs. The creations of JeanRichard are designed for people who seek a bold and
unconventional look in timepieces.
Attention to detail and function defines Bell & Ross watches. Rigorously tested at the
highest altitudes to the depths of the ocean, its watches combine engineering expertise and
technical ingenuity, appealing to discerning consumers and collectors.

“Today the F J Benjamin Group is Girard-Perregaux’s
largest customer worldwide. We are gratified to share
in the success of one of the most prestigious and
fastest growing brands in its class.”
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Victorinox Swiss Army
Nightvision

As distributors of Guess watches, we were
proud to be awarded the top prize this year for
the best marketing/advertising plan from among
60 distributors worldwide. In the coming year,
we will participate in a first ever worldwide Model Search Campaign
for the face of the new Guess model, as part of an international
initiative with Elle magazine.
During the year, the Group sealed a deal with Seiko Instrument
Inc, the worldwide Licensees for Nike Timing, to distribute Nike
Timing exclusively in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Korea Duty Free. The brand’s diverse collection of
fashionable and professional watches will appeal to a broad consumer
segment.
Inspired by the legendary reputation of the original Swiss army
knives, the Victorinox Swiss Army brand brings the best in precision to
sporty and sophisticated consumers who
seek function and elegance in their
watches.
The Group’s portfolio of wellknown and popular timepieces
reinforces its leadership position
in Asia’s marketplace. R

Guess Collection
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Bell & Ross
Military

Nike

Guess Watches

Nike Timing

Nike Timing
Triax c8
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